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I FLOWERS 
• 

Now let us examine the flower itself, for with 
the aid of sun and rain the bud has at last un
folded itself, and the fresh and delicate colour 

THE ANTHER OR POLLEN ORGAN 
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This is one of the anthers, very much larger than natural 
. size, which contain the pollen. , 

• 

The Bermud~ Lily J 

" Why are there so many of them 1 " you may 
ask. The answer is tliat many get lost or are 
destroyed, and just as Dame Nature arranges 
that certain fish shall have thousands of eggs, 
because of the number which are eaten by other 
fish, so in the same way she arranges for a great 
store of pollen, the touch of which has power to 
build up a new flower. . .. 

As the flower gets older., the pollen grains· 
swell and burst the walls of the anther which 
holds them. Now it is that the friendly bee is 
so useful, and now, also, we see why Nature 
has arranged for the coloured petals and the 
store of honey. They are to attract the insects, 
who in return carry away some of the yellow 

of the young flower has been born into the world. pollen on their wings and bodies, and take it 
The particular flower which we are going to to other flowers. 
examine is the beautiful Bermuda lily. There is still one more structure which we have 

Nearest to the stem are three small coloured to examine, and which lies in the heart of the 
leaves, which protected the bud before it had flower. This is the stigma, whose three heads 
opened. These are A c R 0 ss_ cuT A NTH ER sEcT 1 0 N peep out from between 
called sepals, and in the the surrounding an-
majority of plants are thers. Most important 
green like the leaves. it is in the life-history 

Inside these are three of the flower, for with 
other leaf-like struc- its aid Nature is able 
tures called the petals. to reproduce the parent 
These sepals and petals flower. How this is 
form two outer wh.orls done we shall see later, 
called the perianth. It hut first let us examine 
is· the colouring of the the stigma, and see how 

. petals which makes the it is made. 
· flower so beautiful. The top is rough and 

There are so many sticky, and h a vi n g 
varieties of colour even Here the pollen grains contained in the anther can be clearly noted this we can un
in a single plant. seen, many times larger than they actually are. derstand how it will rob 

The Colours Designed by Nature . the insect of the pollen grains which it carries 
Take the rose and the sweet pea as examples, on its wings,. as it seeks the sweet treasure 

and try and count the different colourings of 
these two flowers. And yet they both obtain 
their beauty from petals which are only a special 

. kind of leaf. "A common leaf," you may say; 
but there is nothing common in Nature. The 
colouring is no mere accident; Nature has 
designed 'it with a special purpose, as we shall 
see later. 

If we look at the petal under a powerful 
microscope, we shall find that it is most wonder
fully constructed. Little veins run through it, 
carrying the f9od which climbs up from the roots . 
And these veins have still another function, for 
they are signposts pointing the way to the trea
sure store of honey which is contajned deep 
down in the flower and which the bee loves 
to gather. 

Inside the. petals are six delicate rods, on the 
top of which are little bundles. These are the 
anthers, and without them the plant would 
never reproduce. Inside these little bundles 
are thousands of tiny yellow specks of pollen. 

MAGNIFIED POLLEN GRAINS 

These are the pollen grains, very much enlarged. They look 
like dust without the aid of a microscope, but have a definite 

· fonn as the picture shows. 

below. If we cut through the stigma 
wards, we notice that the lower part, 
is called the style, is hollow. 

down
which 
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